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Abstract— A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) includes 

cellular wireless nodes. The communiqué among those cell 

nodes is executed with none centralized control. MANET is 

a self prepared and self configurable network in which the 

cellular nodes flow arbitrarily. The cellular nodes can get 

hold of and forward packets as a router. Routing is a critical 

difficulty in MANET and subsequently the point of interest 

of this paper along with the performance evaluation of 

routing protocols. We in comparison 3 routing protocols i.e. 

AODV, DSR and OLSR. Our simulation tool might be 

OPNET modeler. The overall performance of these routing 

protocols is analyzed by using 3 metrics: postpone, network 

load and throughput. All the three routing protocols are 

explained in a deep manner with metrics. The evaluation can 

be sporting out about these protocols and within the ultimate 

the belief could be supplied, that which routing protocol is 

the excellent one for mobile advert hoc networks. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A MANET is a group of cellular nodes that can speak with 

every different without the use of predefined infrastructure 

or centralized administration. Because of self-organize and 

hastily install capability, MANET may be implemented to 

special packages such as battlefield communications, 

emergency comfort situations, regulation enforcement, 

public assembly, digital elegance room and other protection-

sensitive computing environments. There are 15 primary 

troubles and sub-problems involving in MANET which 

includes routing, multicasting/broadcasting, vicinity carrier, 

clustering, mobility management, TCP/UDP, IP addressing, 

multiple get admission to, radio interface, bandwidth 

control, electricity control, security, fault tolerance, 

QoS/multimedia, and standards/products. presently, the 

routing, strength control, bandwidth control, radio interface, 

and safety are warm subjects in MANET research. Despite 

the fact that in this papers we handiest consciousness at the 

AODV, DSR, OLSR routing protocol in MANET. 

II. ROUTING PROTOCOL 

The troubles within the ad-hoc networks and to take a look 

at their performance. There are exceptional criteria for 

designing and classifying routing protocols for Wi-Fi 

advert-hoc networks. The MANET protocols are categorized 

into 3 large groups, particularly Proactive (Table-Driven), 

Reactive (On-demand) routing protocol and hybrid routing 

protocols. the following determine suggests the type of 

protocols. 

 
Fig. 1: Different type of routing protocols in wireless Ad-

hoc network 

A. Proactive Routing Protocols  

Hold Routing Records On All Nodes Within The Network 

At All Times.  This May Be Done By Event Pushed Routing 

Facts Distribution And Regular Distribution Of Up To Date 

Routing Statistics.   

Benefits: 

Lower direction setup latency 

Negative Aspects: 

Excessive routing overhead (periodic distribution of routing 

information) 

Stale routing records in fairly dynamic topologies. 

Protocol examples: OLSR, DSDV 

1) OLSR 

Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) is a proactive routing 

protocol and is also referred to as desk pushed protocol as it 

permanently stores and updates its routing desk. OLSR 

keeps tune of routing desk with the intention to provide a 

direction if wished. OLSR may be implemented in any ad 

hoc network. Because of its nature OLSR is referred to as 

proactive routing protocol. Multipoint relay (MPR) nodes 

are proven in the given fig 2. all the nodes inside the 

community do no longer broadcast the course packets. 

Simply Multipoint Relay (MPR) nodes broadcast course 

packets. Those MPR nodes may be decided on within the 

neighbor of supply node. each node inside the network 

keeps a list of MPR nodes. 

This MPR selector is received from hello packets 

sending among in neighbor nodes. these routes are built 

before any source node intends to send a message to a 

targeted vacation spot. each and each node inside the 

network maintains a routing desk. there is no need to 

construct the brand new routes, as the prevailing in use 

course does no longer growth sufficient routing overhead. It 

reduces the course discovery delay. 

Nodes in the community send hi there messages to 

their friends. Those messages are dispatched at a 

predetermined interval in OLSR to decide the hyperlink 

popularity. right here we can understand this by figure 3-6. 

If node A and node B are neighbors, node A sends hey 

message to B node. If B node receives this message, we can 
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say the hyperlink is uneven. If now B node sends the 

identical hi there message to A node. this is the same as first 

case, known as uneven hyperlink. Now if the 2 manner 

communiqué is possible then we can name it symmetric 

hyperlink, as proven in below fig 3. The howdy messages 

include all of the neighbor statistics. This enables the cell 

node to have a desk in which it has records approximately 

all its more than one hop friends. 

 
Fig. 2: MPR node sends the TC message 

A node chooses minimal range of MPR nodes, 

while symmetric connections are made. It broadcast 

topology manipulate (TC) messages with statistics about 

hyperlink reputation at predetermined TC c language. TC 

messages additionally calculate the routing tables. In TC 

messages MPR node statistics are also covered. 

 
Fig. 3: HELLO messages in MANET using OLSR 

B. Reactive Routing Protocols  

Hold routing records for the nodes which might be needed 

and most effective for the time when they may be wished 

(also known as on-demand routing protocols.)   

Benefits: 

Decrease routing overhead 

Negative Aspects: 

large direction installation latency 

Course discovery packet flooding 

Protocol examples: AODV, DSR 

1) AODV 

Ad hoc On-demand Distance Vector  is an on-demand 

routing protocol. The AODV set of regulations offers an 

clean way to get change in the hyperlink state of affairs. as 

an instance if a hyperlink fails notifications are sent quality 

to the affected nodes inside the community. This notification 

cancels all the routes via this affected node. for the reason 

that routes are construct on demand so the network site 

visitors is minimal. AODV does no longer allow keeping 

greater routing which isn't in use. If two nodes need to set 

up a connection in an advert hoc community then AODV is 

responsible to permit them to construct a multihop course. 

AODV uses vacation spot collection Numbers (DSN) to 

avoid counting to infinity that is why it is loop free. this is 

the function of this set of rules. while a node ship request to 

a vacation spot, it sends its DSNs collectively with all 

routing statistics. It additionally selects the maximum 

favorable path primarily based totally at the sequence 

number. 

There are three AODV messages i.e. direction 

Request (RREQs), path Replies (RREPs), and path mistakes 

(RERRs). by using manner of the usage of UDP (customer 

datagram protocol) packets, the supply to vacation spot 

direction is determined and hold by using the ones 

messages. as an instance the node which request, will use its 

IP address as Originator IP cope with for the message for 

broadcast. It clearly approach that the AODV no longer 

blindly forwarded each message. The quantity of hops of 

routing messages in ad hoc network is determined with the 

useful resource of Time-To-live (TTL) within the IP header. 

at the same time as the supply node desires to create a brand 

new course to the destination, the requesting node broadcast 

an RREQ message within the network. inside the determine 

4 the RREQ message is broadcasted from supply node A to 

the holiday spot node B. The RREQ message is verified via 

the black line from supply node A to many instructions. The 

supply node A pronounces the RREQ message within the 

neighbor nodes. whilst the neighbor nodes get hold of the 

RREQ message it creates a contrary route to the deliver 

node A. This neighbor node is the following hop to the 

supply node A. The hop depend of the RREQ is incremented 

via manner of 1. The neighbor node will test if it has an 

energetic path to the holiday spot or now not. If it has a 

course so it will ahead a RREP to the source node A. If it 

does now not have an lively route to the vacation spot it'll 

broadcast the RREQ message within the network again with 

an incremented hop depend charge. The determine four 

suggests the system for finding the vacation spot node B. 

The RREQ message is flooded in the network in seeking out 

locating the vacation spot node B. The intermediate nodes 

can reply to the RREQ message nice in the event that they 

have the vacation spot collection range (DSN) equal to or 

greater than the quantity contained in the packet header of 

RREQ. 

The intermediate nodes ahead the RREQ message 

to the neighbor nodes and file the address of those nodes in 

their routing cache. This information can be used to make a 

opposite route for RREP message from the vacation spot 

node, it is proven inside the below discern four. the holiday 

spot node B replies with RREP message denoted by using 

the dotted orange line, the shortest path from vacation spot 

B to supply A. The RREP reached to the originator of the 

request. This course is most effective to be had with the 

resource of unicasting a RREP back to the deliver. The 

nodes receiving those messages are cached from originator 

of the RREQ to all of the nodes. 

even as a link is failed an RERR message is 

generated. RERR message consists of statistics 

approximately nodes that are not accessible. The IP 

addresses of all of the nodes which can be as their 

subsequent hop to the vacation spot. 
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all of the routing facts approximately the 

community is stored inside the table. The routing table have 

these route entries; (i) vacation spot IP deal with, (ii) 

destination collection range (DSN), (iii) valid destination 

collection variety flag (iv) other state and routing flags (e.g., 

valid, invalid, repairable being repaired) (v) community 

interface (vi) hop rely (type of hops needed to reach holiday 

spot) 

 
Fig. 4: RREQ and RREP messages in MANET using 

AODV 

2) DSR 

Dynamic source Routing Protocol is a on demand routing 

protocol and is known as on demand routing protocol. it is a 

source routing protocol this is why it's far a easy and an 

efficient protocol. it could be utilized in multi hop Wi-Fi 

advert hoc networks. The DSR network is clearly self 

organizing and self configuring. The protocols is just 

compose of mechanisms i.e. route discovery and path 

upkeep. 

The DSR regularly updates its course cache for the 

sake of recent to be had clean routes. If some new available 

routes were discovered the node will directs the packet to 

that route. The packet has to comprehend about the route 

path. So the information about the route changed into set 

inside the packet to attain its vacation spot from its sender. 

This data changed into stored inside the packet to keep away 

from periodic findings it has the functionality to discover its 

path by means of this way. DSR has fundamental 

mechanisms for its operation i.e. route discovery and path 

preservation. In course discovery, it has messages i.e. course 

request (RREQ) and course reply (RREP). even as a node 

wishes to ship a message to a specific destination, it 

broadcast the RREQ packet in the network. The neighbor 

nodes inside the broadcast variety achieve this RREQ 

message and upload their very own address and another time 

rebroadcast it in the network. This RREQ message if 

reached to the destination, so this is the direction to the 

precise vacation spot. within the case if the message did not 

reached to the holiday spot then the node which acquired the 

RREQ packet will appearance that previously a path used 

for the suitable holiday spot or now not. 

Each node keeps its route cache which is stored in 

the reminiscence for the discovered course. The node will 

test its path cache for the favored destination in advance 

than rebroadcasting the RREQ message. by maintaining the 

course cache at every node in the community, it reduces the 

memory overhead that is generated by means of way of the 

course discovery process. If a course is found in that node 

direction cache then it's going to now not rebroadcast the 

RREQ in the whole network. So it'll ahead the RREQ 

message to the holiday spot node. the first message reached 

to the vacation spot has full records approximately the 

direction. That node will ship a RREP packet to the sender 

having complete path records. 

This path is considered the shortest course taken 

through the RREQ packet. The source node now has entire 

information about the course in its path cache and can 

begins routing of packets. Fig 5  suggests the route 

discovery machine. proper here we have got were given 4 

nodes i.e. A, B, C and D together with node A is the supply 

and node D is vacation spot. even as node A want to deliver 

a data packet to the node D, it will first check its route cache 

that whether it has direct path to node D or not. If node A 

does now not have a right away path to node D, then it will 

broadcast a RREQ message in the network. The neighbor 

node B receives the RREQ message. First node B will take a 

look at its route cache that whether it have a proper away 

route to the vacation spot node D or no longer, If it finds a 

path to the holiday spot node D. So it'll deliver a RREP 

message to the deliver node A. in the reply of that message 

the source node A will begin sending the records packets 

(DP) on the decided route. If it didn’t find out the route from 

node B to node D so it forwards the message RREQ to the 

subsequent node C and store the path AB inside the cache. 

The technique is going on until the RREQ message reached 

to excursion spot node D. The vacation spot node D caches 

the routes AB, BC and CD in its memory and sends a RREP 

message to the supply node A. 

 
Fig. 5: Route discovery procedure in MANET using DSR 

The subsequent mechanism is the course safety. 

The course maintenance uses  form of messages i.e. route 

mistakes (RERR) and acknowledgement (ACK). The 

messages successfully obtained with the resource of the 

holiday spot nodes send an acknowledgement ACK back to 

the source. Which includes the packets transmitted 

efficiently to the following friends nodes gets 

acknowledgement. If there may be a few problem within the 

communication community a route mistakes message 

denoted via RERR is transmitted to the sender, that there 

can be some trouble in the transmission. In different terms 

the source didn’t get the ACK packet because of some 

hassle. 

So the source gets the RERR packet at the manner 

to re initiate a brand new course discovery. with the aid of 

the use of receiving the RERR message the nodes take away 

the direction entries. In determine five 4 nodes are shown 

i.e. A, B, C and D. The node A sends a message to holiday 

spot node D. The message is going on as lots because the 

node C, even as receiving the ACK message as a whole lot 

as node B. while the node C in advance the RREQ message 

to the node D and it does not get maintain of the ACK 
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message from node D. The node C recognizes that there is a 

few trouble inside the transmission. So the node C sends a 

RRER message to the deliver node A. Which in return 

search for a state-of-the-art direction to the destination node 

D. 

 
Fig. 6: Route maintenance procedure in MANET using DSR 

III. PERFORMANCE METRICS 

we have ordinarily decided on the subsequent 3 overall 

performance metrics in order to have a look at the 

performance contrast of OLSR, AODV and DSR. 

A. End To End Delay 

The packet stop to cease postpone is the common time that 

packets take to traverse in the community. delay is the 

overall time taken by using the packets to reach from the 

source to vacation spot. it's miles expressed in seconds. as a 

result all of the delays within the network are referred to as 

packet cease-to-stop postpone. It consists of all the delays in 

the community which include propagation postpone (PD), 

processing delay (PD), transmission put off (TD), queuing 

postpone (QD). 

B. Network Load 

network load can be outline as the total quantity of 

information site visitors being carried with the aid of the 

network .when there is greater site visitors coming on the 

community, and it's far hard for the network to handle all 

this traffic so it's miles referred to as the network load. High 

community load influences the VANET routing packets that 

reduce the delivery of packets for accomplishing to the 

channel. 

C. Throughput 

Throughput may be defined because the ratio of the overall 

amount of facts reaches a destination from the source. The 

time it takes by means of the destination to obtain the 

closing message is called as throughput. it's miles expressed 

as bytes or bits in step with seconds (byte/sec or bit/sec). 

IV. SIMULATION SETUP 

this paper simulation is executed within the OPNET 

Modeler 14.5. Below in figures 7 its miles showing the 

simulation environment of 1 situation having 25 cell nodes 

for OLSR routing protocol. the key parameters are furnished 

here i.e. end to end delay, network load and throughput. We 

run 3 situations. In every scenario there are exclusive 

numbers of cell nodes. In first scenario we have 25 mobile 

nodes. In sec we have 50 and in third scenario we have 100 

cell nodes. 

 
Fig. 7: Simulation setup 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

Respective Figures below shows the average packet end-to-

end delay characteristics of the AODV, DSR and OLSR 

protocol with 100 nodes respectively, for Different web data 

traffic such as EMAIL, FTP and HTTP. 

 
Fig. 8: Delay for AODV With 100 Nodes For EMAIL, FTP 

And HTTP 

 
Fig. 9: Delay for DSR With 100 Nodes For EMAIL, FTP 

And HTTP 
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Fig. 10: Delay for OLSR With 100 Nodes For EMAIL, FTP 

And HTTP 

Respective Figures below shows the average 

network load characteristics of the AODV, DSR and OLSR 

protocol with 100 nodes respectively, for Different web data 

traffic such as EMAIL, FTP and HTTP. 

 
Fig. 11: Load For AODV with 100 Nodes For EMAIL, FTP 

And HTTP 

 
Fig. 12: Load For DSR with 100 Nodes For EMAIL, FTP 

And HTTP 

 

 
Fig. 13: Load for OLSR with 100 nodes for EMAIL, FTP 

and HTTP 

Respective Figures below shows the average 

network throughput characteristics of the AODV, DSR and 

OLSR protocol with 100 nodes respectively, for Different 

web data traffic such as EMAIL, FTP and HTTP. 

 
Fig. 14: Throughput for AODV with 100 nodes for EMAIL, 

FTP and HTTP 

 
Fig. 15: Throughput for DSR with 100 nodes for EMAIL, 

FTP and HTTP 
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Fig. 16: Throughput for OLSR with 100 nodes for EMAIL, 

FTP and HTTP 

Similarly we simulated for 25 and 50 nodes for 

AODV, DSR, and OLSR for different wed data such as 

EMAIL, FTP and HTTP. In this paper we only show the 

results for 100 nodes. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Our paper is in particular includes research, one is analytical 

examine and different is simulation take a look at. From 

analytical have a look at we concluded that routing protocols 

in new cutting-edge arena of telecommunications, internet 

systems and in seamless verbal exchange play distinguished 

function to expand better communication between give up 

users. One-of-a-kind routing protocols have extraordinary 

attributes in step with their environmental situations. the 

selection of appropriate protocol according to the 

community genuinely increases the reliability of that 

community, for example in case of cellular ad hoc networks 

routing protocols must be loop loose in step with our 

studies. Categorically it's been analyzed that there are two 

categories of routing protocols used in mobile ad hoc 

networks which are reactive routing protocols and table 

driven routing protocols, both categories have their personal 

usage, so the choice of these categories in advert-hoc 

networks may be very essential. 

By the simulation result we conclude that as 

number of node increased the delay increases in all 3 wed 

data traffic namely, EMAIL, HTTP and FTP. The network 

load is less for fewer nodes with EMAIL web data and high 

for HTTP. Finally the throughput less for fewer nodes with 

FTP, medium for EMAIL AND high for HTTP. 

Comparing all 3 protocols namely, AODV, DSR 

and OLSR, the best suited protocol is OLSR for large 

number of nodes and AODV for lesser number of nodes. 
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